Abstract
Introduction
The butterfly graphs were originally defined as the underlying graphs of FFT networks [7] which can perform the fast Fourier transform (FFT) very efficiently. An excellent description of the butterfly graphs can be found in [lo] . The butterfly graphs were known to be an instance of the Cayley graphs (see [2] ). The Cayley graphs [I] , which represent a category of symmetric and regular graphs derivable from permutation groups, have been shown very suitable to serve as network topologies.
Cycles in networks are usefd to many applications such as indexing, embedding linear arrays and rings [SI, computing fast Fourier transforms [6] , etc. Wong [I21 showed that r-dimensional k-ary butterfly graphs is Hamiltonian-connected if r is odd, and Hamiltonianlaceable if r is even. Barth and Raspaud [3] constructed two edge-disjoint Hamiltonian cycles in r-dimensional binary butterfly graphs. Then, Bermond et al. [5] generalized their work by constructing k edge-disjoint Hamiltonian cycles in r-dimensional k-ary butterfly graphs, where k 2 2. Bermond et al. [4] also constructed edgedisjoint Hamltonian cycles in directed r-dimensional k-ary butterfly graphs.
Since faults may happen when a network is put in use, it is practically important to consider faulty networks. In this paper, we construct a Hamiltonian cycle in a faulty r-dimensional binary butterfly graphs.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, some necessary definitions and notations are introduced and some fundamental properties of butterfly graphs are shown. A Hamiltonian cycle in a faulty butterfly graph is established in Section 3. Finally, this paper concludes with some remarks in Section 4.
Preliminaries
For convenience we use BF(r) to denote an r-dimensional binary butterfly graph. There are r levels, numbered 0, 1, . . ., r -1, associated with BF(r). Each level contains 2' vertices that are labeled with 2' binary sequences of r symbols. Hence there are r2' vertices in Moreover, (4, p0pI,..prl>, 4 + 1, po'pI'~-~r-l 3 ) is said to be an i-edge if pi' = Clearly, BF(r) is regular of degree four and its edges exist between adjacent levels. Level 0 and level r -1 are considered adjacent. Since BF( 1) has trivial structure and BF(2) is a multigraph, we assume r 1 3 throughout this paper. The structure of BF(3) is illustrated in Figure 1 , where level 0 is replicated. BF(r) thus defined was named wrapped butterfly graphs in [IO] .
BF(r)
A cycle C in BF(r) is said to be an i-cycle if its edges are all i-edges. Suppose (U, v) is an i-edge of BF(r), where u is assumed of level / and v is assumed of level l + 1. Let Suppose U = 4, p0pi.-prl~ and U ' = <I1, Po'PI '--P,-I 3 are two distinct vertices of BF(r). It is not difficult to see -p,.-i', and C0(u) n C0(u',) is empty else. Hence, there are 2' vertex-disjoint (disjoint for short) 0-cycles in BF(r). For each 0-cycle we assign the vertex of level 0 to be the cycle leader. In subsequent discussion, we use C o (~o~I~~~~p l ) to denote the Suppose C and C' are two adjacent cycles in BF(r), and (U, v') and (v, U') are two edges between C and C'. Then (U, v',) and (v, U',) are said to be a crossing pair of level 1 between C and C' if (U, v) and (U', v') are two edges of C and C', respectively, between levels I and 1 + 1. In subsequent discussion, we define dflpopI...P,-t, Po'PI '... 
pr-l>) between
Co(x) and Cob), which form a 'crossing pair of level 1. There is no other edge between C,(x) and Cob). Proof. According to Lemma 2, fhere is a unique crossing pair of level dflxl, x2) between Co(xl) and Co(x2). We assume that (U,, v2) and (vI, u2) are the crossing pair, where ut and u2 are of level dzfix,, x2) and vi and v2 are of level d i f x , , x2)+l. There is a cycle of length 2r in BF(r) which contains the crossing pair and all the edges of Co(xl) and Co(x2) but ( U , , vl) and (u2, v2).
Similarly, there is a unique crossing pair, say (w:, t j ) and (f2, w3), of level dif(x?, x3) between Co(x2) and C,1(x3), where w 2 and w3 are assumed of level dif(x2, x3) and f:! and t3 are assumed of level drj(x2, x3) + 1. Refer to Figure 2 .
Since dflx,, x2) f dif(x2, x3), there is a cycle of length 3r in BF(r) which contains the crossing pair (wz, t3) and (t2, wj), the crossing pair (U], vr) and (vl, u2) , and all the edges of (w3, f3). The merging can proceed with Co(x4), Co(x5), ..., Co(x,) , sequentially, and finally, a cycle of length ,mr in cO(xi), cO(X2), and CO(x3) but ( U 1 3 vi), (U22 v2), (w2, f 2 ) , and BF(r) can result. 0 Figure 2 . Constructing a cycle of length 3r by merging CO(XI), CO(X~), and cO(X3)-
We say that C,(U) is the 1-cycle induced by U . Each 1 -cycle in BF(r) has length 2r.
Suppose u = <I, /30/31-.pp,> and U' = <l, po'pI'-.p,.-13 are two distinct vertices of BF(r). It is not difficulty to see that C,(u) = C,(u') if they have vertices in common. Hence, there are 2' ' disjoint 1-cycles in BF(r). Since A" ( U ) = '1, (Po + t)(P, -t t)-@pl + t)> for integer t 2 I , Cl(u) = C,(u') if and only if p; = p, + 1 for all 0 Ij I r -1 . The following lemma is clear, and so the proof is omitted.
Lemma 4. Suppose C,(u) and C,(v) are two adjacent I-cycles in BF(r), and uo E C,(u) is adjacent to vo E C, (v) .
Lemma 5. Suppose Cl(u) and Cl(v) are two adjacent I-cycles in BF(r), and uo E C,(u) is adjacent to vo E Cl(v). There are two adjacent vertices uo' E C,(u) and vo' E C, (v) so that uo' is adjacent to u0 and vo' is adjacent to vo.
Lemma 6. There are 4 edges between every two adjacent I-cycles in BF(r).
Proof. Suppose Cl(u) and C,(v) are two adjacent I-cycles in BF(r), and uo E C,(u) is adjacent to vo E C,(v).
According to Lemma 5, there are two adjacent vertices uo' E C,(u) and vo' E Cl(v) so that uor is adjacent to uo and vo' is adjacent to vo. According to Lemma 4, J; 
CBF0(r) that contains e. Since CBF0(3) is isomorphic to the three-dimensional hypercube, our claim is true for CBFO(3).
We then assume that our claim is true for CBFo(r -I), 
Hamiltonian cycles in faulty BF(r)
Since BF(r) is regular of degree four, it can tolerate at most two edge faults in the worst case in order to establish a Hamiltonian cycle. In this section, we show that BF(r) and e2. shrinks to a vertex y$! and the subpath @3-I, ys-2, . . ., yl, y2,., ) shrinks to a vertex y *, . , . When s = 2", the subpath ( y ; " ) , y;?j , , . .., yj:{) shrinks to a vertex y,(y) and the subpath Cys+I, yS+,, . . ., y2,-, , yl) shrinks to a vertex yI .U
The following theorem is the main result of this paper. (uI, vI) and (U*, v2) are 0-edges. If ( U ] , vl) and (u2, v2) belong to the same 0-cycle, say Co(x), then there are two distinct 0-cycles, say Cob) and CO@), that are adjacent to Co(x) , and there are two 0-edges, say (uI ' , v1 ' ) E Cob) and (u2', v2') E Co(z), so that (uI, vl') and (vl, ul') are a crossing pair between Co(x) and Cob) and (u2, v2') and (v2, u2') are a crossing pair between Co(x) and Co(z). Since (x, y ) and (x, z ) are edges of CBFo(r), Lemma 9 assures a Hamiltonian path in CBFo(r) that contains (x, y ) and (x, z). According to Lemma 3, the Hamiltonian path corresponds to a Hamiltonian cycle in BF(r). The Hamiltonian cycle does not contain ( U ] , VI), (ul', vl ?, (U,, v2), and (u2', v2') (refer to the proof of Lemma 3).
We then consider that (ut, vl) and (u2, v2) belong to two distinct 0-cycles, say Co(x) and CO@), respectively. If either (uI, v2) and (vl, u2) or (ul, u2) and (vl, v2 ) are a crossing pair between Co(x) and Cob), then a Hamiltonian cycle in BF(r) that does not contain (uI, vl) and (u2, v2) can be obtained, similarly, by the aid of Lemma 9 and Lemma 3. If neither (uI, v2) and (vl, u2) nor (uI, U , ) and (vl, v2) are a crossing pair between Co(x) and CO@), then there are two 0-cycles, say Co(x') and CO@'), that are adjacent to Co(x) and Cob), respectively, and there are two 0-edges, say (uI', vI ' ) E Co(x') and (u2', v2') E CO@'), so that (uI, vI ' ) and (vI, u I ') are a crossing pair between Co(x) and Co(x') and ( U , , v,') and (v2, u2') are a crossing pair between Co(x) and CO@'). A Hamiltonian cycle in BF(r) that does not contain ( U ] , vI), (uI', VI'), ( u~, v2) , and (u2', v2') can be obtained, similarly, by the aid of Lemma 9 and Lemma 3.
Case 2. (ul, vI) and (u2, v2) are I-edges. If (uI, vl) and (u2. v2) connect the same pair of 0-cycles, say Co(x) and CO@), then they are a crossing pair between Co(x) and Coo/) according to Lemma 2. Since (x, y ) is an edge of CBFo(r), Lemma 10 assures a Hamiltonian path in CBFo(r) that does not contain (x, y). Similarly, the Hamiltonian path corresponds to a Hamiltonian cycle in BF(r) that does not contain (ul, v I ) and (u2, v2) . Otherwise, suppose (ul, vl) connects Co(x) and Cob) and (U*, v2) connects Co(z) and Co(w). A Hamiltonian cycle in BF(r) that does not contain (ul, v l ) and (u2, v2) can be obtained, similarly, by the aid of Lemma 10 and Lemma 3.
Case 3. One of ( U ] , vl) and ( U ? , v2) is a 0-edge and the other is a I-edge. Without loss of generality, we assume that (uI, vl) is a 0-edge and (u2, v,) is a I-edge. We hrther assume that (U], vl) belongs to Co(x) and (u2, v2) connects Co(z) and Co(w). There is a 0-cycle, say Cob), that is adjacent to Co(x) , and there is a 0-edge, say (uI ', vI ' ) E Cob), so that (uI, v1 ' ) and (vI, ul ') are a crossing pair between Co(x) and Cob). If {zilr vl} n {u2, v2} is empty, then (x, y ) and (z, w) are two distinct edges of CBFo(r). According to Lemma 1 1 , there is a Hamiltonian path in CBFo(r) that contains (x, y ) but does not contain (z, w). Similarly, the Hamiltonian path corresponds to a Hamiltonian cycle in BF(r) that does not contain ( U ] , vI) and (U,, v2).
If { U ] , vI} n {u2, v2} is not empty, we assume vI = u2 E Co(w) without loss of generality. Hence Co(x) = Co(w). According to Lemma 2, there is a I-edge, say (u2', v2'), so that (U*, v2) and (u2', v2') are a crossing pair between Co(x) and Co(z), where u2, u2' E Co(x) and v2, v2' E C&). If u I # u2', then (x, y ) and (x, z) are two distinct edges of CBF0(2r). A Hamiltonian cycle in BF(r) that does not contain ( U ' , vI) and (u2, v2) can be obtained, similarly, by the aid of Lemma 1 1 and Lemma 3.
If u1 = uz', then CO@) = Co(z) is implied. Recall that G(r -1) corresponds to a Hamiltonian cycle in CBF, (r) . We use C = (xl, x2, ..., x2,., , xI) x2' (uZ) ) are added to d and (w,, w,') is removed from d for all 1 5 t I r. Since (uz, v2) = ( fiZr (uz), f i ( t i 2 ) ) P {(A2'-' (uz), J2' (u2)) 1 1 I t I r } , the Hamiltonian cycle does not contain (uz, v2). Moreover, the Hamiltonian cycle does not contain ( u l , v l ) because (vl, MI) P {( f;"-l(u2) , w,), ( A2' (uz), w,') I 1 I t I r } , as explained below.
We havefo(vl) = uI because vz =fi(u2) and (uz, v2) (= (vI, U'')) and (uz', v2') (= (uI, vl')) are a crossing pair between CO@) and Co(z) (= CO@)). Since f;' (u2) = f; ' (VI) +fo ( 
Conclusion and discussion
faults contains a Hamiltonian cycle. Since CBFo(r) is
In this paper, we showed that BF(r) with two edge isomorphic to the r-dimensional hypercube, Lemma 9, Lemma IO, and Lemma 11 are also valid for the latter. We suspect that Theorem 1 can be generalized as follows: An r-dimensional k-ary butterfly graph with 2k -2 edge faults contains a Hamiltonian cycle. However, the proof seems very hard.
